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FIELD DRINKER
Precise Medicating * We’re Better At The Details
Sure, you can buy plastic tanks that hold water from several sources. Brower gives you built-in easy-anchor notched
flanges, more capacity (find another 85 gallon drinker), the boldest gallon markers and a handy fill line in the trough. If
you talk to other manufacturers, ask them if their fill markers include the water in the trough and if so, at what depth. We
give you precise medicating. Take a look at our other details. . .
8 inch (20.3 cm) ID threaded cap;
1.25 inch (3.18 cm) ID port with popout plug.

All Poly construction. High density polyethylene.
Hindered amine light stabilizer, the most effective
ultraviolet inhibitor. No rust, no corrosion. Takes
more kicking abuse than any pigskin.

Incremental 10 gallon markers and
top marker showing all 85 gallons.
Water level easy to read through
translucent tank.

Two drink openings are each 15 inches (38.1 cm)
high, 13.3 inches (33.8 cm) wide and 8 inches
(20.3 cm) deep.
304 stainless steel bite guards.
One 2 inch (5.1 cm) drain in each drink opening.
Rounded corners. Complete cleanout and
drainage.
Four notched flanges for
easy anchoring. To anchor,
use our optional USA
Choice Stakes. Four 14
inch x .5 inch (36 cm x 1.3
cm) cuts.
Order Model PS1.

Port allows sturdy fill valve installation. Optional Model 150PP valve. Add
your own plumbing as specified on instruction sheet. No need to drill a hole
in your tank.

For permanent installations, order optional Model 383344 stainless
steel anchor package: four anchor bolts, four plates,
four flat washers, four nuts (all stainless steel).

Great for pastured poultry
operations and flight pens.

Use a 250 watt cast aluminum de-icer in the trough or equivalent. Use
a thermostatically controlled heater designed for use with polyethylene
in the tank. Electrical supply card threads through port. Either option will
work for you. The trough option, will do a better job with minimal drinking activity (less than say 7 head). Select the option that results in the
easiest, most secure hookup for your particular operation.

WARNING All electrically heated waterers must be installed by a qualified electrician and must be properly grounded. Failure to follow
these and other procedures could result in electrocution of human beings and animals. Read and follow instructions.

SPECIFICATIONS
Model Number
MFD85
Field Drinker
With two drinkers

Approximate Capacity
Animals
Water
100 Hogs
85 gal
(322 liters)

Base
Diameter
34.5”
(87.6 cm)

Tank
Diameter
32”
(81.3 cm)

Drink
Height
8”
(20.3 cm)

Overall
Height
35.8”
(90.9 cm)

Shipping
Weight
59 lbs.
(26.8 kg)

Minimal assembly. Shipped in 2 parcels - 36 lbs. (16.4 kg) and 23 lbs. (10.4 kg). Shippable via Spee Dee (in areas serviced by Spee Dee). Otherwise,
truck freight.
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